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Dark Horse's This Damned Band
Article By: Nicole Jean Turner

Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Writer: Paul Cornell
Artist: Tony Parker



Cover Artist: Tony Parker
Cover Price: $3.99

This Damned Band, a nostalgic flash back to the rocking music scene of the 70’s is a comic book by Paul Cornell and Tony Parker. That cliché
phrase about loving all things sex, drugs, and rock n’ roll could easily be the subtitle to the book. The first 10 pages also depict all three acts so
sorry kiddos, this one is not for you.

As would be expected from the psychedelic whirl of pink green and orange on the cover, the excitement comes from the consequences of
tripping on magic mushrooms. The book takes the first 15 pages to get to that excitement, first telling a bland but colorful story you’ve heard a
hundred times before. Band members are volatile, drinking, using drugs, yelling at each other and the management is doing their thing, etc. 



The drugs get brought in with a contract that displays a crude mushroom looking object, and a list of Chinese characters in black and red. There’s
an implication that the mushrooms are rare and will provide an otherworldly experience, and when the lead singer eats more than he should,
one of the men tries to stop him but it’s too late.

The band gets on stage, and the artwork starts to change. The pages in the front of the book have clear-cut line work, a solid contrast and a fairly



normal palate of colors. There’s lightning, spinning, a whole bunch of weird faces and eyes, the lead singer is seen dancing while fairies are
flying above him up into the whirl of colors. It almost made me as the reader feel dizzy. The lead singer struggles to hold it together until his eyes
burn red and he breaks through the trip and screams out the lyrics. 





The show ends and the guys are walking backstage, escorted by their mushroom providers, where they meet their biggest fan. Standing in a thin
tall black suit with five faces and a charismatic charm to the way he holds his drink, the story ends with his introduction. Following that are two
pages of cover art for the band’s CD’s. . I’m not sure what the rest of the series holds with this kind of start, but if it’s anything like the
first it should hold to be at least a well illustrated story. My guess is it will continue on to something along the lines of that Johnny Cash song
about battling musically for your soul,

It’s not the craziest or best thing I’ve ever read; things were cliché and the book took the typical route for stories about rock stars. There was also
this little caveat about the apocalypse or something, and I felt myself glazing over & reading past it, but maybe I’m just cynical about
apocalyptic-prediction-music-dependant-stories in general. I felt though that the psychedelic art was rather unique and that this could easily
inspire some wacky dreams if read before bedtime. My final thought is simple; I think I’m too young to appreciate this comic book. I liked classic
rock as a teenager, but I’m not into it as much as I used to be. If I connected more with that old gritty rock-god scene of the 70’s a bit more, I
think I’d have been less critical. 

Very 70’s

 i.e. cliché city.
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